Managers are tasked with finding
between 10-30% cost savings
each year.

Monitor and Eliminate Mobile Downtime
and see your ROI in weeks.

Add over

$10,000,000

Is your company paying for mobile workers to wait for
mobile computers to respond, while IT helpdesk and
software costs skyrocket?

to the bottom line right now
by resolving mobile downtime.

What you need is visibility into where, when and why
mobile downtime is occurring. Arm yourself with a tool to
quickly find and fix problems while reducing the costs to
own and manage the mobile infrastructure supporting
critical business operations.

Gaining back
from workflows will achieve
cost and time savings.
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Reduce Costs, Today
Mobile workers in Distribution Centers, Retail
and Delivery will tolerate multi-second delays
on their mobile computers without
complaining. But, those seconds add-up to
$3000 - $10,000 additional labor costs per
mobile worker. Benchmark, improve and
reduce labor costs with CONNECT.

Lower Cost of Owning
Mobile Infrastructure

Increase
Throughput Yield
With CONNECT optimizing
each mobile transaction you
shave seconds off all barcode
scans and product movement,
which means you can move
more product with less labor
and overhead, and prove it
with mobile transaction data.

Streamlining the mobile
infrastructure by eliminating
unnecessary software and support
costs reduces your costs to
maintain mobile devices,
networks, and applications. With
CONNECT you can increase ROI on
infrastructure investments.
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Fix Mobile Issues, Now
With CONNECTs diagnostic tools
and mobile transaction visibility IT
teams can quickly identify and fix
any issue causing mobile
downtime in less time. That’s a
feather in the IT cap, and
measurable improvement in
mobile downtime.

Simpler
 Universal connectivity eliminates the cost to deploy, manage, and
support third-party device software.

Why
CONNECT?

Smarter
 Wireless system diagnostics, analytics and monitoring keep datacollections operations running optimally with less staff and
software.

Faster
 Proprietary optimization features measurably speed response
times on industrial mobile devices reducing labor and IT costs to
move goods and deliver products.

CONNECT’s software is virtual, centralized and agnostic to your
mobile applications, networks, devices, and operating systems.

Trusted by Fortune 500 companies across major industries.
“Connect’s troubleshooting tools have saved
us billions over the years.”

“I don’t know how we managed without
these tools, before.”

RF Infrastructure Director,
MRO Supply Distribution

IT Applications Manager,
Global Manufacturing

Contact us.
Direct: (630) 717-7200
Email: sales@connectrf.com

Connect Incorporated
931 W. 75th St. Suite 137 #192
Naperville, IL 60565

Schedule a free demo and
learn more:
www.connectrf.com

